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Howell Public Schools (HPS) has studied the work of Dr. Robert Marzano and other educational consultants.  In Marzano’s book What Works 

in Schools: Translating Research into Action, the author points to the necessity of school districts having a “guaranteed and viable curriculum.” 

Marzano stresses the importance of everyone in the school community understanding what skills will be taught for mastery at each grade level, 

and then guaranteeing that happens.  Using this research, our district has undertaken the task of creating an aligned curriculum that prepares 

students to successfully meet the academic rigors of Michigan’s Grade Level Content Expectations (GLCEs), as well as the new national 

Common Core Standards.  The timeline of our Scope & Sequence development is as follows: 
 

2008-09 

Small groups of teachers worked under the guidance of curriculum consultants and HPS administrators to study the core content curriculums of 

English, math, science and social studies.  Through professional development efforts, these groups learned to identify subsets of fundamental, 

non-negotiable content expectations that require a higher degree of mastery than the other expectations within the content area.  HPS has chosen 

to call these fundamental, non-negotiable content expectations for each grade level subject “Essential Skills”.   Expectations that were not 

considered fundamental to the success of all students are not included in this document, but may be found on the MDE web site at 

http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,1607,7-140-28753_33232---,00.html  
 

Teacher groups then assigned a recommended number of lessons, per quarter, needed to successfully teach each GLCE, thus securing the 

curriculum as viable.  Vocabulary, a researched component to uniform student achievement, was identified by quarter (nine-week sessions).  

Examples of formative assessments were provided for each expectation, with the creation of uniform summative assessments to follow the final 

approval of this document.  Upon completion of draft essential skills for each subject, the teacher groups used supporting MDE documents to 

align their chosen skills horizontally for grades kindergarten through eight.  These documents were then published in August 2009.    

 

2009-2010 

The essential skills found within this document were piloted, with our teaching staff providing on-going feedback throughout the year.  At the 

conclusion of each semester the original teacher groups re-assembled under the guidance of educational consultants and HPS administration to 

review the edit suggestions.  These steps culminated in revisions and a secure document that will remain fluid. 
 

2010-2011 

Teacher leader groups met and compared the HPS Scope & Sequence of Essential Skills to the new national Common Core Standards.  Edits 

were made and an additional column was added to the template that indicates this comparison.  A goal was set to complete all Scope & 

Sequences for electives by June 2012. 
 

 



HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

RL.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the narrator or those of the characters.

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

W.3.8. Recall information from experiences or gather 

information from print and digital sources; take brief 

notes on sources and sort evidence into provided 

categories.

R.CM.03.01 connect personal knowledge, 

experiences, and understanding of the 

world to themes and perspectives in text 

through oral and written responses.

Think about one's own 

knowledge and experiences 

in order to understand texts.

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Teacher 

created 

assessments

• Teacher 

observation

RI.3.4. Determine the meaning of general academic 

and domain-specific words and phrases in a text 

relevant to a grade 3 topic or subject area. 

RI.3.3. Describe the relationship between a series of 

historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps 

in technical procedures in a text, using language that 

pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect. 

RI.3.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend 

informational texts, including history/social studies, 

science, and technical texts, at the high end of the 

grades 2–3 text complexity band independently and 

proficiently.  

R.CM.03.04 apply significant knowledge from grade-

level science, social studies, and 

mathematics texts.

Use science, math, and social 

studies knowledge to 

understand other texts.

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Teacher 

observation

• MEAP

• Depth of 

discussion

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

discuss

connection

resolution

informational

narrative

genre

take a position

compare

contrast

rubric

standards

prediction

personification

point of view

sequential Page 2 of 42



HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases 

as they are used in a text, distinguishing literal from 

nonliteral language. 

RI.3.4. Determine the meaning of general academic 

and domain-specific words and phrases in a text 

relevant to a grade 3 topic or subject area. 

RF.3.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word 

analysis skills in decoding words.   Identify and know 

the meaning of the most common prefixes and 

derivational suffixes.   Decode words with common 

Latin suffixes.  Decode multisyllable words.  Read 

grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words. 

R.WS.03.02 use structural, syntactic, and semantic 

cues including letter-sound, rimes, base 

words, and affixes to automatically read 

frequently encountered words, decode 

unknown words, and decide meanings 

including multiple meaning words.

Use word knowledge to read 

known and unknown words in 

text.

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Teacher 

observation

• MEAP

• Depth of 

discussion

RF.3.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word 

analysis skills in decoding words.   Identify and know 

the meaning of the most common prefixes and 

derivational suffixes.   Decode words with common 

Latin suffixes.  Decode multisyllable words.  Read 

grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words. 

R.WS.03.04 automatically recognize the 220 Dolch 

basic sight words and 95 common 

nouns.

Recognize basic sight words. Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Teacher 

observation

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

discuss

connection

resolution

informational

narrative

genre

take a position

compare

contrast

rubric

standards

prediction

personification

point of view

sequential 
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RI.3.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend 

informational texts, including history/social studies, 

science, and technical texts, at the high end of the 

grades 2–3 text complexity band independently and 

proficiently. 

RF.3.4. Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to 

support comprehension. 

Read grade-level text with purpose and  

understanding.  Read grade-level prose and poetry 

orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression.  

Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition 

and understanding, rereading as necessary. 

R.WS.03.07 apply the following aspects of fluency: 

pauses and emphasis, punctuation 

cues, intonation, and automatic 

recognition of identified grade-level 

specific words and sight words while 

reading aloud familiar grade-level text.

Read grade-level texts smoothly 

with appropriate voice and 

understanding.

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Fluency 

assessments

• Teacher 

observation

• DRA2

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

discuss

connection

resolution

informational

narrative

genre

take a position

compare

contrast

rubric

standards

prediction

personification

point of view

sequential 
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RF.3.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word 

analysis skills in decoding words.   Identify and know 

the meaning of the most common prefixes and 

derivational suffixes.   Decode words with common 

Latin suffixes.  Decode multisyllable words.  Read 

grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words. 

L.3.2.E,F,G.  Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling when writing. Use 

conventional spelling for high-frequency and other 

studied words and for adding suffixes to base words 

(e.g., sitting, smiled, cries, happiness).   Use spelling 

patterns and generalizations (e.g., word families, 

position-based spellings, syllable patterns, ending 

rules, meaningful word parts) in writing words.  

Consult reference materials, including beginning 

dictionaries, as needed to check and correct spellings. 

W.SP.03.01 in the context of writing, correctly spell 

frequently encountered words (e.g., 

multi-syllabic, r-controlled, most 

consonant blends, contractions, 

compounds, 

common homophones); for less 

frequently encountered words, use 

structural cues 

(e.g., letter/sound, rimes, morphemic) 

and environmental sources (e.g., word 

walls, word lists, dictionaries, spell 

checkers).

Correctly spell words on the "no-

excuse" list.  Use knowledge of 

word patterns to spell less 

frequently encountered words.

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Sitton skill 

and word 

tests

• MEAP

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

discuss

connection

resolution

informational

narrative

genre

take a position

compare

contrast

rubric

standards

prediction

personification

point of view

sequential 
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RI.3.4. Determine the meaning of general academic 

and domain-specific words and phrases in a text 

relevant to a grade 3 topic or subject area. 

RL.3.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases 

as they are used in a text, distinguishing literal from 

nonliteral language. 

RF.3.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word 

analysis skills in decoding words.   Identify and know 

the meaning of the most common prefixes and 

derivational suffixes.   Decode words with common 

Latin suffixes.  Decode multisyllable words.  Read 

grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words. 

R.WS.03.06 acquire and apply strategies to identify 

unknown words or word parts; self-

monitor and construct meaning by 

predicting and self-correcting, applying 

knowledge of language, 

sound/symbol/structural relationships, 

and context.

Understand words by using 

known parts.   Understand 

unknown words by using the 

sentences and words around it.

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• DRA

• Conferring 

records                        

RI.3.4. Determine the meaning of general academic 

and domain-specific words and phrases in a text 

relevant to a grade 3 topic or subject area. 

RL.3.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases 

as they are used in a text, distinguishing literal from 

nonliteral language. 

RF.3.3. Know and apply grade-level phonics and word 

analysis skills in decoding words.   Identify and know 

the meaning of the most common prefixes and 

derivational suffixes.   Decode words with common 

Latin suffixes.  Decode multisyllable words.  Read 

grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words. 

R.WS.03.08 in context, determine the meaning of 

words and phrases including 

synonyms, homonyms, multiple 

meaning words, content vocabulary, 

and literary terms using strategies and 

resources including context clues, 

concept mapping, and the dictionary.

Use strategies to understand 

words within a story. 

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Teacher 

created 

assessments

• DRA

• MEAP

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

discuss

connection

resolution

informational

narrative

genre

take a position

compare

contrast

rubric

standards

prediction

personification

point of view

sequential 
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.3. Describe characters in a story (e.g., their 

traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how their 

actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

RL.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the narrator or those of the characters.

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

R.NT.03.01 explain how characters express 

attitudes about one another in familiar 

classic, multicultural, and contemporary 

literature recognized for quality and 

literary merit.

Understand how characters 

relate in quality texts.

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

• Conferring 

records

W.3.3.C Write narratives to develop real or imagined 

experiences or events using effective technique, 

descriptive details, and clear event sequences. Use 

temporal words and phrases to signal event order. 

S.CN.03.01 use common grammatical structures 

correctly when speaking including time 

relationships, verb tenses, and causal 

and temporal relationships.

Use standard English when 

speaking.

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Teacher 

observation

SL.3.4. Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or 

recount an experience with appropriate facts and 

relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an 

understandable pace. 

SL.3.5. Create engaging audio recordings of stories or 

poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an 

understandable pace; add visual displays when 

appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain facts or 

details. 

S.CN.03.03 speak effectively emphasizing key 

words and varied pace for effect in 

narrative and informational 

presentations

Speak in an interesting voice 

during presentations.

Taught 

Daily

Year-long

• Teacher 

observation

• Teacher 

created 

assessments

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

discuss

connection

resolution

informational

narrative

genre

take a position

compare

contrast

rubric

standards

prediction

personification

point of view

sequential 
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

Lessons 

this Quarter

Reading 41

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

L.RP.03.03 respond to multiple text types listened to 

or viewed knowledgeably, by 

discussing, illustrating, and/or writing in 

order to reflect, make connections, take 

a position, and/or show understanding.

State an opinion, draw 

conclusions, and make 

connections among differing 

types of text. 

Focus: 

•discussing and

•illustrating 

more than one type of text.

1 • Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

• Conferring 

records

personification

point of view

sequential

Quarter 1
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text 

as the basis for the answers. 

W.3.3.D.  Write narratives to develop real or imagined 

experiences or events using effective technique, 

descriptive details, and clear event sequences.  

Provides a sense of closure.

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

RL.3.9. Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a 

series). 

R.NT.03.03 identify and describe characters’ 

thoughts and motivations, story level 

themes (good vs. evil), main idea, and 

lesson/moral (fable).

Understand characters through 

their actions and thoughts.

Focus:

• Identify characters' thoughts 

and emotions.

5 • Teacher 

created 

assessments

• DRA2

• MEAP

• depth of 

discussion
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text 

as the basis for the answers. 

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the narrator or those of the characters. 

RL.3.9. Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a 

series). 

W.3.3.D.  Write narratives to develop real or imagined 

experiences or events using effective technique, 

descriptive details, and clear event sequences.  

Provides a sense of closure.

R.NT.03.04 explain how authors use literary devices 

including prediction, personification, 

and point of view to develop a story 

level theme, depict the setting, and 

reveal how thoughts and actions convey 

important character traits.

Identify how authors use: 

prediction (giving clues about a 

later part of the story), 

personification, and point of view 

(from whose perspective the 

story is told)

Focus:

• Explain how authors use 

point of view to enhance the 

reader's understanding.

5 • Conferring 

records                       

• MEAP

• 

comprehension 

checklist

RI.3.5. Use text features and search tools (e.g., key 

words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate information 

relevant to a given topic efficiently. 

R.IT.03.01 identify and describe the basic 

elements, features, and purpose of a 

variety of informational genre including 

textbooks, encyclopedias, and 

magazines.

Understand the characteristics of 

different types of informational 

texts.

Focus:

• Describe the basic elements, 

features, and purpose of 

textbooks.

5 • MEAP

•Teacher 

created 

assessments

•depth of 

discussion
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RI.3.8. Describe the logical connection between 

particular sentences and paragraphs in a text (e.g., 

comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a 

sequence).  

RI.3.9. Compare and contrast the most important 

points and key details presented in two texts on the 

same topic. 

R.IT.03.02 identify informational text patterns 

including descriptive, sequential, 

enumerative, compare/contrast, and 

problem/solution.

Recognize how informational 

text is organized in certain 

patterns. 

Focus:

 Identify the following text 

patterns:

• sequential 

• enumerative

5 • depth of 

discussion

•  Teacher 

created 

assessments

• teacher 

observation

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend 

literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the 

high end of the grades 2–3 text complexity band 

independently and proficiently.

RI.3.2. Determine the main idea of a text; recount the 

key details and explain how they support the main 

idea. 

RI.3.7. Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., 

maps, photographs) and the words in a text to 

demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, 

when, why, and how key events occur). W.3.8. Recall 

information from experiences or gather information 

from print and digital sources; take brief notes on 

sources and sort evidence into provided categories. 

R.CM.03.02 retell in sequence the story elements of 

grade-level narrative text and major 

idea(s) and relevant details of grade-

level informational text.

In their own words, retell a story 

that includes the characters, 

problem, setting, events, and 

resolution.  Recall the key points 

of informational texts.  

Focus:  retelling the elements 

of narrative text.

5 • DRA2

• District 

retelling 

assessment

• Teacher 

created 

assessment

• Teacher 

observation
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

RL.3.9. Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a 

series). 

RI.3.2. Determine the main idea of a text; recount the 

key details and explain how they support the main 

idea. 

RI.3.3. Describe the relationship between a series of 

historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps 

in technical procedures in a text, using language that 

pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect. 

RI.3.7. Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., 

maps, photographs) and the words in a text to 

demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, 

when, why, and how key events occur). 03.RI.9

RL.3.3. Describe characters in a story (e.g., their 

traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how their 

actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

R.CM.03.03 compare and contrast relationships 

among characters, events, and key 

ideas within and across texts to create a 

deeper understanding; including a 

narrative to an informational text, a 

literature selection to a subject area 

text, and an historical event to a current 

event.

Compare and contrast 

relationships among characters, 

events, and key ideas.

Focus:

comparing and contrasting 

characters, events, and key 

ideas in narrative texts.

5 • Teacher 

created 

assessment

• MEAP

• depth of 

discussion
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text 

as the basis for the answers. 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

RI.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text 

as the basis for the answers. 

RI.3.7. Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., 

maps, photographs) and the words in a text to 

demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, 

when, why, and how key events occur). 

R.MT.03.01 self-monitor comprehension when 

reading or listening to texts by 

automatically applying strategies used 

by mature readers to increase 

comprehension including: predicting, 

constructing mental images, visually 

representing ideas in text, questioning, 

rereading or listening again if uncertain 

about meaning, inferring, and 

summarizing.

Students can recognize when 

they do or do not understand 

what they are reading.  Students 

can apply strategies to gain 

understanding when their 

comprehension breaks down.

Focus:

•teach students how to 

automatically apply the 

comprehension strategies 

when they read.

5 • Teacher 

observation

• Conferring 

records

RI.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the author of a text.

03.SL.9

R.CS.03.01 develop, discuss, and apply individual 

and shared standards using 

student/class created rubrics and begin 

to assess the quality and accuracy of 

their own writing and the writing of 

others.

Decide, discuss, create, and 

apply lists of qualities that make 

a good story.

Focus:

• Develop and discuss shared 

standards for the qualities of a 

good piece of writing.

5 • Depth of 

discussion 

(Writers 

Workshop 

focus lesson)

• Peer revision 

checklist
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

Writing 41

W.3.1.D.  Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

supporting a point of view with reasons.  Provide a 

concluding statement or section.

W.3.3.A,D.  Write narratives to develop real or 

imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, descriptive details, and clear event 

sequences.  Establish a situation and introduce a 

narrator and/or characters; organize an event 

sequence that unfolds naturally. Provide a sense of 

closure.

W.PR.03.01 set a purpose, consider audience, and 

replicate authors’ styles and patterns 

when writing a narrative or informational 

piece.

Think about the purpose, who 

will read it, and the style while 

composing a piece of writing.

Focus:

• Consider the purpose and 

audience when writing a 

narrative piece.

11 • Conferring 

(Writers 

Workshop)

• Teacher 

observation

W.3.2.D. Write informative/explanatory texts to 

examine a topic and convey ideas and information 

clearly.  Provide a concluding statement or section.

W.3.3.D.  Write narratives to develop real or imagined 

experiences or events using effective technique, 

descriptive details, and clear event sequences.  

Provides a sense of closure.

W.PR.03.02 apply a variety of pre-writing strategies 

for both narrative and informational 

writing (e.g., graphic organizers such as 

maps, webs, Venn diagrams) in order to 

generate, sequence, and structure 

ideas (e.g., sequence for beginning, 

middle, and end, problem/solution, or 

compare/contrast).

Effectively use graphic 

organizers as a pre-writing 

strategy.

11 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation

W.3.5. With guidance and support from peers and 

adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, and editing. 

W.PR.03.03 draft focused ideas in written 

compositions using multiple sentences 

and paragraphs to slow down or speed 

up reading; including varying patterns 

and/or organizational text structures 

(e.g., compare/contrast, cause/effect, or 

problem/solution).

Create a draft with sentences of 

differing length and word choice.

Focus:

• Draft a piece with varying 

sentence length.

10 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

none W.HW.03.0

1
fluently and legibly write the cursive 

alphabet.

Write the cursive alphabet. 9 • Teacher 

observation

Lessons 

this Quarter

Reading 41

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

W.3.9. (Begins in grade 4) 

L.RP.03.03 respond to multiple text types listened to 

or viewed knowledgeably, by 

discussing, illustrating, and/or writing in 

order to reflect, make connections, take 

a position, and/or show understanding.

State an opinion, draw 

conclusions, and make 

connections among differing 

types of text. 

Focus: 

• making connections

  among differing text types.

1 • Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

• Conferring 

records

SL.3.2. Determine the main ideas and supporting 

details of a text read aloud or information presented in 

diverse media and formats, including visually, 

quantitatively, and orally. 

L.RP.03.05 respond to and retell what a speaker 

said, paraphrasing and explaining the 

main idea, and then extend their 

response by connecting and relating it 

to personal experiences.

Retell and explain a speakers 

message.  Connect the message 

to one's own life.

Focus:

• Respond to and retell what a 

speaker said.  

1 • Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.5. Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems 

when writing or speaking about a text, using terms 

such as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe how 

each successive part builds on earlier sections. 

R.NT.03.02 identify and describe the basic elements 

and purpose of a variety of narrative 

genre including folktales, fables, and 

realistic fiction.

Understand the characteristics of 

different types of narrative texts.

Focus:

•Characteristics of Realistic 

Fiction

3 • Teacher 

created 

assessments

• DRA

• MEAP

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

strategy

opinion

respond

retell

reflect

problem

solution

realistic fiction

comma

subheading

timeline

preface

index

table of contents

textbook

theme

revise

comma

paragraph

Quarter 2
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

none R.NT.03.03 identify and describe characters’ 

thoughts and motivations, story level 

themes (good vs. evil), main idea, and 

lesson/moral (fable).

Understand characters through 

their actions and thoughts.

Focus:

• Identify the main idea in a 

story

4 • Teacher 

created 

assessments

• DRA2

• MEAP

• depth of 

discussion

RI.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the author of a text. 

R.NT.03.04 explain how authors use literary devices 

including prediction, personification, 

and point of view to develop a story 

level theme, depict the setting, and 

reveal how thoughts and actions convey 

important character traits.

Identify how authors use: 

prediction (giving clues about a 

later part of the story), 

personification, and point of view 

(from whose perspective the 

story is told)

Focus:

• Explain how authors use 

prediction to enhance the 

reader's understanding.

4 • DRA2

• MEAP

• Conferring 

records

• depth of 

discussion

none R.IT.03.01 identify and describe the basic 

elements, features, and purpose of a 

variety of informational genre including 

textbooks, encyclopedias, and 

magazines.

Understand the characteristics of 

different types of informational 

texts.

Focus:

• Describe the basic elements, 

features, and purpose of 

textbooks.

4 • MEAP

• Teacher 

created 

assessments

• Depth of 

discussion

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

strategy

opinion

respond

retell

reflect

problem

solution

realistic fiction

comma

subheading

timeline

preface

index

table of contents

textbook

theme

revise

comma

paragraph
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

none R.IT.03.02 identify informational text patterns 

including descriptive, sequential, 

enumerative, compare/contrast, and 

problem/solution.

Recognize how informational 

text is organized in certain 

patterns. 

Focus:

 Identify the following text 

patterns:

• compare/contrast

• problem/solution

4 • depth of 

discussion

•  Teacher 

created 

assessments

• teacher 

observation

RI.3.2. Determine the main idea of a text; recount the 

key details and explain how they support the main 

idea. 

RI.3.5. Use text features and search tools (e.g., key 

words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate information 

relevant to a given topic efficiently. 

R.IT.03.03 explain how authors use text features 

including titles, headings and 

subheadings, timelines, prefaces, 

indices, and table of contents to 

enhance the understanding of key and 

supporting ideas.

Explain how authors and 

illustrators use text features to 

help readers understand key 

ideas.

4 • depth of 

discussion

• teacher 

created 

assessments

• teacher 

observation

none R.CM.03.02 retell in sequence the story elements of 

grade-level narrative text and major 

idea(s) and relevant details of grade-

level informational text.

In their own words, retell a story 

that includes the characters, 

problem, setting, events, and 

resolution.  Recall the key points 

of informational texts. 

Focus:

• Retell the key points of 

informational texts.

4 • DRA2

• District 

retelling 

assessment

• Teacher 

created 

assessment

• Teacher 

observation

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

strategy

opinion

respond

retell

reflect

problem

solution

realistic fiction

comma

subheading

timeline

preface

index

table of contents

textbook

theme

revise

comma

paragraph
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

RL.3.9. Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a 

series). 

RL.3.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend 

literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the 

high end of the grades 2–3 text complexity band 

independently and proficiently.

RI.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text 

as the basis for the answers.

RI.3.2. Determine the main idea of a text; recount the 

key details and explain how they support the main 

idea.

RI.3.3. Describe the relationship between a series of 

historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps 

in technical procedures in a text, using language that 

pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect.

RI.3.7. Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., 

maps, photographs) and the words in a text to 

demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, 

when, why, and how key events occur). 

RI.3.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend 

R.CM.03.03 compare and contrast relationships 

among characters, events, and key 

ideas within and across texts to create a 

deeper understanding; including a 

narrative to an informational text, a 

literature selection to a subject area 

text, and an historical event to a current 

event.

Compare and contrast 

relationships among characters, 

events, and key ideas.

 Focus:

• comparing and contrasting 

relationships among narrative 

and informational texts.

4 • Teacher 

created 

assessment

• MEAP

• depth of 

discussion

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

strategy

opinion

respond

retell

reflect

problem

solution

realistic fiction

comma

subheading

timeline

preface

index

table of contents

textbook

theme

revise

comma

paragraph
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend 

literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry, at the 

high end of the grades 2–3 text complexity band 

independently and proficiently.

RI.3.10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend 

informational texts, including history/social studies, 

science, and technical texts, at the high end of the 

grades 2–3 text complexity band independently and 

proficiently. 

W.3.8. Recall information from experiences or gather 

information from print and digital sources; take brief 

notes on sources and sort evidence into provided 

categories. 

R.MT.03.02 plan, monitor, regulate, evaluate skills, 

strategies, and processes to construct 

and convey meaning, (e.g., decoding 

unknown words), and use graphic 

organizers to deepen understanding 

of problem/solution and 

organizational patterns.

Use strategies, such as graphic 

organizers, to understand a text.

4 • Teacher 

created 

assessment

• MEAP

RI.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the author of a text.

W.3.9. (Begins in grade 4) 

R.CS.03.01 develop, discuss, and apply individual 

and shared standards using 

student/class created rubrics and begin 

to assess the quality and accuracy of 

their own writing and the writing of 

others.

Decide, discuss, create, and 

apply lists of qualities that make 

a good story.

Focus:

• Apply shared standards to 

their own and the writing of 

others.

4 • Depth of 

discussion 

records

• Peer revision 

checklist

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

concept map

strategy

opinion

respond

retell

reflect

problem

solution

realistic fiction

comma

subheading

timeline

preface

index

table of contents

textbook

theme

revise

comma

paragraph
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

Writing 41

W.3.1.D. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

supporting a point of view with reasons.  Provides a 

concluding statement or section.

W.3.2.D.  Write informative/explanatory texts to 

examine a topic and convey ideas and information 

clearly. Provides a concluding statement or sectin.

W.3.3.A.D.  Write narratives to develop real or 

imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, descriptive details, and clear event 

sequences.   Establish a situation and introduce a 

narrator and/or characters; organize an event 

sequence that unfolds naturally.  Provides a sense of 

closure.

W.PR.03.01 set a purpose, consider audience, and 

replicate authors’ styles and patterns 

when writing a narrative or informational 

piece.

Think about the purpose, who 

will read it, and the style while 

composing a piece of writing.

Focus:

• Consider the purpose and 

audience when writing an 

informational piece.

8 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation

W.3.5. With guidance and support from peers and 

adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, and editing. 

W.PR.03.03 draft focused ideas in written 

compositions using multiple sentences 

and paragraphs to slow down or speed 

up reading; including varying patterns 

and/or organizational text structures 

(e.g., compare/contrast, cause/effect, or 

problem/solution).

Create a draft with sentences of 

differing length and word choice.

Focus:

• Draft a piece with varied 

word choice.

8 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

W.3.1.D. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

supporting a point of view with reasons.  Provides a 

concluding statement or section.

W.3.2.D.  Write informative/explanatory texts to 

examine a topic and convey ideas and information 

clearly. Provides a concluding statement or sectin.

W.3.5. With guidance and support from peers and 

adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, and editing. 

W.PR.03.04 revise drafts based on constructive and 

specific oral and written responses to 

writing by identifying sections of the 

piece to improve sequence and flow of 

ideas 

(e.g., arranging paragraphs, connecting 

main and supporting ideas, transitions).

Re-write a draft based on 

specific audience feedback.

Focus:

•Revise a piece by arranging 

paragraphs in a different 

order.

8 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation

• Revision 

checklist

W.3.5. With guidance and support from peers and 

adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, and editing. 

W.PR.03.05 proofread and edit writing using 

appropriate resources (e.g., dictionary, 

spell check, writing references) and 

grade-level checklists, both individually 

and in groups.

Re-read and edit writing using 

age-appropriate resources.

8 •MEAP

• Age-

appropriate 

editing checklist

•Teacher 

observation

• Conferring 

records
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

L.3.1.A.B.E.F.  Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English grammar and usage 

when writing or speaking. 

Explain the function of nouns, pronouns, verbs, 

adjectives, and adverbs in general and their functions 

in particular sentences. 

Form and use regular and irregular plural nouns. 

Form and use the simple (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will 

walk) verb tenses. 

Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent 

agreement.* 

L.3.2.C.  Demonstrate command of the conventions of 

standard English capitalization, punctuation, and 

spelling when writing.  Use commas and quotation 

marks in dialogue.

W.GR.03.01 in the context of writing, correctly use 

subjects and verbs that are in 

agreement; verb tenses; nouns and 

possessives; commas in a series; and 

begin use of quotation marks and 

capitalization in dialogue.

Write using age-appropriate 

grammar and parts of speech.

Focus:

• Use commas in a series.

9 • Teacher 

observation

• Editing 

checklist

• Writing Rubric
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

Lessons 

this Quarter

Reading 42

RL.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 

basis for the answers. 

RI.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 

basis for the answers. 

SL.3.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with 

diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on 

others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.   Come to 

discussions prepared, having read or studied required 

material; explicitly draw on that preparation and other 

information known about the topic to explore ideas under 

discussion.  Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., 

gaining the floor in respectful ways, listening to others with 

care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under 

discussion).  Ask questions to check understanding of 

information presented, stay on topic, and link their comments 

to the remarks of others.   Explain their own ideas and 

understanding in light of the discussion.

L.3.6. Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

conversational, general academic, and domain-specific 

words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and 

temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner that night we went 

looking for them). 

S.DS.03.01 engage in interactive, extended 

discourse to socially construct meaning 

in book clubs, literature circles, 

partnerships, or other conversation 

protocols.

Participate in meaningful 

conversations about texts.  Be 

able to state why a piece is 

worthwhile.

Focus:

•Participate in meaningful 

whole-group discussions 

about texts.

2 • Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

• Conferring 

records

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

position

paraphrase

explain

encyclopedia

theme

personification

discussion

conversation

dialogue

folktale

fable

supporting idea

character 

description

synonyms

antonyms

homonyms

profundity

synthesis

visualize

make 

connections

Quarter 3
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

W.3.9. (Begins in grade 4)

L.RP.03.03 respond to multiple text types listened to 

or viewed knowledgeably, by 

discussing, illustrating, and/or writing in 

order to reflect, make connections, take 

a position, and/or show understanding.

State an opinion, draw 

conclusions, and make 

connections among differing 

types of text. 

Focus:

• State a position to show 

understanding among 

differing text types.

2 • Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

• Conferring 

records

SL.3.2. Determine the main ideas and supporting 

details of a text read aloud or information presented in 

diverse media and formats, including visually, 

quantitatively, and orally. 

L.RP.03.05 respond to and retell what a speaker 

said, paraphrasing and explaining the 

main idea, and then extend their 

response by connecting and relating it 

to personal experiences.

Retell and explain a speakers 

message.  Connect the message 

to one's own life.

Focus:

• Paraphrase and explain the 

main idea of a speaker's 

message. 

2 • Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

none R.NT.03.02 identify and describe the basic elements 

and purpose of a variety of narrative 

genre including folktales, fables, and 

realistic fiction.

Understand the characteristics of 

different types of narrative texts.

Focus:

•Characteristics of Fables and 

Folktales

6 • Teacher 

created 

assessments

• DRA

• MEAP

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

position

paraphrase

explain

encyclopedia

theme

personification

discussion

conversation

dialogue

folktale

fable

supporting idea

character 

description

synonyms

antonyms

homonyms

profundity

synthesis

visualize

make 

connections
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text 

as the basis for the answers.   

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

RL.3.9. Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a 

series). 

W.3.3.D.  Write narratives to develop real or imagined 

experiences or events using effective technique, 

descriptive details, and clear event sequences.  

Provides a sense of closure.

R.NT.03.03 identify and describe characters’ 

thoughts and motivations, story level 

themes (good vs. evil), main idea, and 

lesson/moral (fable).

Understand characters through 

their actions and thoughts.

Focus:

• Identify story level themes

6 • Teacher 

created 

assessments

• DRA2

• MEAP

• depth of 

discussion

RL.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the narrator or those of the characters. 

RI.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the author of a text. 

R.NT.03.04 explain how authors use literary devices 

including prediction, personification, 

and point of view to develop a story 

level theme, depict the setting, and 

reveal how thoughts and actions convey 

important character traits.

Identify how authors use: 

prediction (giving clues about a 

later part of the story), 

personification, and point of view 

(from whose perspective the 

story is told)

Focus:

• Explain how authors use 

personification to enhance the 

reader's understanding.

6 • DRA2

• MEAP

• Conferring 

records

• depth of 

discussion

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

position

paraphrase

explain

encyclopedia

theme

personification

discussion

conversation

dialogue

folktale

fable

supporting idea

character 

description

synonyms

antonyms

homonyms

profundity

synthesis

visualize

make 

connections
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

none R.IT.03.01 identify and describe the basic 

elements, features, and purpose of a 

variety of informational genre including 

textbooks, encyclopedias, and 

magazines.

Understand the characteristics of 

different types of informational 

texts.

Focus:

• Describe the basic elements, 

features, and purpose of 

encyclopedias.

6 • MEAP

• Teacher 

created 

assessments

• Depth of 

discussion

RL.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the narrator or those of the characters.  

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting).  

W.3.8. Recall information from experiences or gather 

information from print and digital sources; take brief 

notes on sources and sort evidence into provided 

categories.  

R.CM.03.01 connect personal knowledge, 

experiences, and understanding of the 

world to themes and perspectives in text 

through oral and written responses.

Make text- text, text - self, text -

world, and text -media 

connections

6 *Discussions

*Journaling

*MEAP

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

position

paraphrase

explain

encyclopedia

theme

personification

discussion

conversation

dialogue

folktale

fable

supporting idea

character 

description

synonyms

antonyms

homonyms

profundity

synthesis

visualize

make 

connections
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

RL.3.9. Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a 

series). 

RI.3.2. Determine the main idea of a text; recount the 

key details and explain how they support the main 

idea. 

RI.3.3. Describe the relationship between a series of 

historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps 

in technical procedures in a text, using language that 

pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect. 

RI.3.7. Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., 

maps, photographs) and the words in a text to 

demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, 

when, why, and how key events occur).

RI.3.9. Compare and contrast the most important 

points and key details presented in two texts on the 

same topic. 

R.CM.03.03 compare and contrast relationships 

among characters, events, and key 

ideas within and across texts to create a 

deeper understanding; including a 

narrative to an informational text, a 

literature selection to a subject area 

text, and an historical event to a current 

event.

Compare and contrast 

relationships among characters, 

events, and key ideas. Focus:

comparing and contrasting 

relationships among 

• literature selections and

• subject area texts.

6 • Teacher 

created 

assessment

• MEAP

• depth of 

discussion

• reciprocal 

teaching
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

Writing 41

W.3.3.A.D.  Write narratives to develop real or 

imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, descriptive details, and clear event 

sequences.   Establish a situation and introduce a 

narrator and/or characters; organize an event 

sequence that unfolds naturally.  Provides a sense of 

closure.

W.GN.03.01 write a cohesive narrative piece such as 

a fable, folktale, or realistic fiction 

using personification, setting, actions 

and thoughts that reveal important 

character traits.

Write a story that uses the 

characteristics specific to fables, 

folktales, and realistic fiction.

Focus:

• Write fables and folktales.

7 • Writing rubric

• Conferring 

(Writers 

Workshop)

• Teacher 

observation

W.3.3.D.  Write narratives to develop real or imagined 

experiences or events using effective technique, 

descriptive details, and clear event sequences.  

Provides a sense of closure.

W.GN.03.02 write poetry based on reading a wide 

variety of grade-appropriate poetry

Write poetry after examining 

already-published poetry.

4 • Teacher 

observation

• Writing rubric

• Conferring 

(Writers 

Workshop)

W.3.1.D. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

supporting a point of view with reasons.  Provides a 

concluding statement or section.

W.3.3.A.D.  Write narratives to develop real or 

imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, descriptive details, and clear event 

sequences.   Establish a situation and introduce a 

narrator and/or characters; organize an event 

sequence that unfolds naturally.  Provides a sense of 

closure.

W.PR.03.01 set a purpose, consider audience, and 

replicate authors’ styles and patterns 

when writing a narrative or informational 

piece.

Think about the purpose, who 

will read it, and the style while 

composing a piece of writing.

Focus:

• Consider style when writing 

a narrative piece.

6 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

W.3.5. With guidance and support from peers and 

adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, and editing. 

W.PR.03.03 draft focused ideas in written 

compositions using multiple sentences 

and paragraphs to slow down or speed 

up reading; including varying patterns 

and/or organizational text structures 

(e.g., compare/contrast, cause/effect, or 

problem/solution).

Create a draft with sentences of 

differing length and word choice.

Focus:

• Draft a piece with varied 

organizational text structures.

6 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation

W.3.1.D. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

supporting a point of view with reasons.  Provides a 

concluding statement or section.

W.3.2.D.  Write informative/explanatory texts to 

examine a topic and convey ideas and information 

clearly.  Provides a concluding statement or section.

W.3.5. With guidance and support from peers and 

adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, and editing. 

W.PR.03.04 revise drafts based on constructive and 

specific oral and written responses to 

writing by identifying sections of the 

piece to improve sequence and flow of 

ideas 

(e.g., arranging paragraphs, connecting 

main and supporting ideas, transitions).

Re-write a draft based on 

specific audience feedback.

Focus:

•Revise a piece by connecting 

main and supporting ideas.

6 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation

• Revision 

checklist
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HPS Scope Sequence 
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Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

W.3.1.D. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

supporting a point of view with reasons.  Provides a 

concluding statement or section.

W.3.2.D.  Write informative/explanatory texts to 

examine a topic and convey ideas and information 

clearly. Provides a concluding statement or section.

W.3.3.D.  Write narratives to develop real or imagined 

experiences or events using effective technique, 

descriptive details, and clear event sequences.  

Provides a sense of closure.

W.3.10. Write routinely over extended time frames 

(time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter 

time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a 

range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and 

audiences

L.3.3. Use knowledge of language and its conventions 

when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.   Choose 

words and phrases for effect.* 

L.3.6. Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

conversational, general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, including those that signal 

spatial and temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner 

that night we went looking for them). 

W.PS.03.01 exhibit personal style and voice to 

enhance the written message in both 

narrative (e.g., varied word choice and 

sentence structure, character 

description) and informational writing 

(e.g., examples, transitions, grammar 

and usage).

Write using personal style.  Use 

varied word choice and 

transitions.

Focus:

• character description

6 • Conferring 

records

• Writing Rubric
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

W.GR.03.01 in the context of writing, correctly use 

subjects and verbs that are in 

agreement; verb tenses; nouns and 

possessives; commas in a series; and 

begin use of quotation marks and 

capitalization in dialogue.

Write using age-appropriate 

grammar and parts of speech.

Focus:

• Begin use of quotation marks 

and capitalization in dialogue.

6 • Teacher 

observation

• Editing 

checklist

• Writing Rubric
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

Lessons 

this Quarter

Reading 44

SL.3.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with 

diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on 

others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.   Come to 

discussions prepared, having read or studied required 

material; explicitly draw on that preparation and other 

information known about the topic to explore ideas under 

discussion.   Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., 

gaining the floor in respectful ways, listening to others with 

care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under 

discussion).  Ask questions to check understanding of 

information presented, stay on topic, and link their comments 

to the remarks of others.   Explain their own ideas and 

understanding in light of the discussion. 

SL.3.4. Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an 

experience with appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive 

details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace. 

SL.3.6. Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to 

task and situation in order to provide requested detail or 

clarification. 

L.3.6. Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

conversational, general academic, and domain-specific 

words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and 

temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner that night we went 

looking for them). 

S.CN.03.02 adjust their use of language to 

communicate effectively with a variety 

of audiences and for different purposes 

including gathering information, making 

requests, discussing, classroom 

presentations, and playground 

interactions.

Change language to fit the 

audience and purpose.

5 • Checklist

• Speaking 

Rubric

• Depth of 

discussion

•  Teacher 

observation

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

presenter

historical event

features

purpose

moral

lesson

pace

heading

subheading

produce

style

text structure

transitions

feedback

Quarter 4
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

W.3.9. (Begins in grade 4) 

S.DS.03.01 engage in interactive, extended 

discourse to socially construct meaning 

in book clubs, literature circles, 

partnerships, or other conversation 

protocols.

Participate in meaningful 

conversations about texts.  Be 

able to state why a piece is 

worthwhile.

Focus:

•Participate in meaningful small-

group (book clubs, literature 

circles, and/or partnerships) 

discussions about texts.

5 • Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

• Conferring 

records

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

presenter

historical event

features

purpose

moral

lesson

pace

heading

subheading

produce

style

text structure

transitions

feedback
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

SL.3.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) 

with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, 

building on others’ ideas and expressing their own 

clearly.   Come to discussions prepared, having read 

or studied required material; explicitly draw on that 

preparation and other information known about the 

topic to explore ideas under discussion.   Follow 

agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the 

floor in respectful ways, listening to others with care, 

speaking one at a time about the topics and texts 

under discussion).  Ask questions to check 

understanding of information presented, stay on topic, 

and link their comments to the remarks of others.   

Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of 

the discussion. 

SL.3.5. Create engaging audio recordings of stories or 

poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an 

understandable pace; add visual displays when 

appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain facts or 

details. 

S.DS.03.04 plan and deliver presentations using an 

effective informational organizational 

pattern (e.g., descriptive, 

problem/solution, cause/effect); 

supportive facts and details reflecting a 

variety of resources; and varying the 

pace for effect.

Plan and deliver organized 

presentations that include 

details.  Change the pace of 

speaking to engage the 

audience.

3 • Checklist

• Speaking 

Rubric

•  Teacher 

observation

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

presenter

historical event

features

purpose

moral

lesson

pace

heading

subheading

produce

style

text structure

transitions

feedback
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

SL.3.1. Engage effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) 

with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, 

building on others’ ideas and expressing their own 

clearly.   Come to discussions prepared, having read 

or studied required material; explicitly draw on that 

preparation and other information known about the 

topic to explore ideas under discussion.   Follow 

agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the 

floor in respectful ways, listening to others with care, 

speaking one at a time about the topics and texts 

under discussion).  Ask questions to check 

understanding of information presented, stay on topic, 

and link their comments to the remarks of others.   

Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of 

the discussion. 

SL.3.5. Create engaging audio recordings of stories or 

poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an 

understandable pace; add visual displays when 

appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain facts or 

details. 

L.CN.03.01 ask substantive questions of the 

speaker that will provide additional 

elaboration and details.

Ask a presenter questions to 

gain more information about the 

topic.

2 • Teacher 

observation

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

presenter

historical event

features

purpose

moral

lesson

pace

heading

subheading

produce

style

text structure

transitions

feedback
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

SL.3.4. Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or 

recount an experience with appropriate facts and 

relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an 

understandable pace. 

L.RP.03.03 respond to multiple text types listened to 

or viewed knowledgeably, by 

discussing, illustrating, and/or writing in 

order to reflect, make connections, take 

a position, and/or show understanding.

State an opinion, draw 

conclusions, and make 

connections among differing 

types of text.

Focus:

• State a position to show 

understanding among differing 

text types.

2 • Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

• Conferring 

records

none L.RP.03.05 respond to and retell what a speaker 

said, paraphrasing and explaining the 

main idea, and then extend their 

response by connecting and relating it 

to personal experiences.

Retell and explain a speakers 

message.  Connect the message 

to one's own life.

Focus:

• Paraphrase and connect a 

speaker's message to one's own 

life.

3 • Depth of 

discussion

• Teacher 

observation

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

presenter

historical event

features

purpose

moral

lesson

pace

heading

subheading

produce

style

text structure

transitions

feedback
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text 

as the basis for the answers.  

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

RL.3.9. Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a 

series). 

W.3.3.D.  Write narratives to develop real or imagined 

experiences or events using effective technique, 

descriptive details, and clear event sequences.  

Provides a sense of closure.

R.NT.03.03 identify and describe characters’ 

thoughts and motivations, story level 

themes (good vs. evil), main idea, and 

lesson/moral (fable).

Understand characters through 

their actions and thoughts.

Focus:

• Identify lesson/moral 

6 • Teacher 

created 

assessments

• DRA2

• MEAP

• depth of 

discussion

none R.IT.03.01 identify and describe the basic 

elements, features, and purpose of a 

variety of informational genre including 

textbooks, encyclopedias, and 

magazines.

Understand the characteristics of 

different types of informational 

texts.

Focus:

• Describe the basic elements, 

features, and purpose of 

magazines.

6 • MEAP

• Teacher 

created 

assessments

• Depth of 

discussion

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

presenter

historical event

features

purpose

moral

lesson

pace

heading

subheading

produce

style

text structure

transitions

feedback
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of 

the narrator or those of the characters. 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

W.3.8. Recall information from experiences or gather 

information from print and digital sources; take brief 

notes on sources and sort evidence into provided 

categories. 

R.CM.03.01 connect personal knowledge, 

experiences, and understanding of the 

world to themes and perspectives in text 

through oral and written responses.

Make text- text, text - self, text -

world, and text -media 

connections

6 *Discussions

*Journaling

*MEAP

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

presenter

historical event

features

purpose

moral

lesson

pace

heading

subheading

produce

style

text structure

transitions

feedback
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Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

RL.3.2. Recount stories, including fables, folktales, 

and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central 

message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is 

conveyed through key details in the text. 

RL.3.3. Describe characters in a story (e.g., their 

traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how their 

actions contribute to the sequence of events. 

RL.3.7. Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the 

words in a story (e.g., create mood, emphasize 

aspects of a character or setting). 

RL.3.9. Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters (e.g., in books from a 

series). 

RI.3.2. Determine the main idea of a text; recount the 

key details and explain how they support the main 

idea. 

RI.3.3. Describe the relationship between a series of 

historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps 

in technical procedures in a text, using language that 

pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect. 

RI.3.7. Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., 

maps, photographs) and the words in a text to 

demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, 

when, why, and how key events occur). 

RI.3.9. Compare and contrast the most important 

points and key details presented in two texts on the 

same topic. 

R.CM.03.03 compare and contrast relationships 

among characters, events, and key 

ideas within and across texts to create a 

deeper understanding; including a 

narrative to an informational text, a 

literature selection to a subject area 

text, and an historical event to a current 

event.

Compare and contrast 

relationships among characters, 

events, and key ideas. 

Focus:

• Compare and contrast 

relationships among historical 

events and current events.

6 • Teacher 

created 

assessment

• MEAP

• depth of 

discussion

r-controlled

consonant

vowel

blend

contraction

compound

dictionary

self-monitor

metacognition

self-correct

context

synonym

homonym

presenter

historical event

features

purpose

moral

lesson

pace

heading

subheading

produce

style

text structure

transitions

feedback
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HPS Scope Sequence 

Last Revised June 2011 

Lessons or            

Days Per 

Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

Writing 41

W.3.3.A.D.  Write narratives to develop real or 

imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, descriptive details, and clear event 

sequences.   Establish a situation and introduce a 

narrator and/or characters; organize an event 

sequence that unfolds naturally.  Provides a sense of 

closure.

W.GN.03.01 write a cohesive narrative piece such as 

a fable, folktale, or realistic fiction using 

personification, setting, actions and 

thoughts that reveal important character 

traits.

Write a story that uses the 

characteristics specific to fables, 

folktales, and realistic fiction.

Focus:

• Write realistic fiction.

7 • Writing rubric

• Conferring 

(Writers 

Workshop)

• Teacher 

observation

W.3.1. Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

supporting a point of view with reasons.  Introduce the 

topic or text they are writing about, state an opinion, 

and create an organizational structure that lists 

reasons.  Provide reasons that support the opinion.   

Use linking words and phrases (e.g., because, 

therefore, since, for example) to connect opinion and 

reasons.  Provide a concluding statement or section. 

W.3.2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine 

a topic and convey ideas and information clearly. 

Introduce a topic and group related information 

together; include illustrations when useful to aiding 

comprehension. 

Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and details.  

Use linking words and phrases (e.g., also, another, 

and, more, but) to connect ideas within categories of 

information. 

Provide a concluding statement or section. 

W.GN.03.03 write an informational piece including a 

report that demonstrates the 

understanding of central ideas and 

supporting details using an effective 

organizational pattern (e.g., 

compare/contrast, cause/effect, 

problem/solution) with a title, heading, 

subheading, and a table of contents.

Write a report with a title, 

heading(s), subheading(s), and 

a table of contents.

7 • Writing rubric

• Conferring 

(Writers 

Workshop)
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Lessons or            
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Standard

332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

W.3.2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine 

a topic and convey ideas and information clearly. 

Introduce a topic and group related information 

together; include illustrations when useful to aiding 

comprehension. 

Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and details.  

Use linking words and phrases (e.g., also, another, 

and, more, but) to connect ideas within categories of 

information. 

Provide a concluding statement or section. 

W.3.7. Conduct short research projects that build 

knowledge about a topic. 

W.3.8. Recall information from experiences or gather 

information from print and digital sources; take brief 

notes on sources and sort evidence into provided 

categories. 

W.GN.03.04 use the writing process to produce and 

present a research project; initiate 

research questions from content area 

text from a teacher-selected topic; and 

use a variety of resources to gather and 

organize information. 

Use the steps of the writing 

process to produce and present 

a research project.

7 • Writing rubric

• Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation

W.3.1.D.  Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

supporting a point of view with reasons.  Provide a 

concluding statement or section. 

W.3.3.A.D.  Write narratives to develop real or 

imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, descriptive details, and clear event 

sequences. 

Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or 

characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds 

naturally.  Provide a sense of closure.

W.PR.03.01 set a purpose, consider audience, and 

replicate authors’ styles and patterns 

when writing a narrative or informational 

piece.

Think about the purpose, who 

will read it, and the style while 

composing a piece of writing.

Focus:

• Consider style when writing an 

informational piece.

7 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation
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332

SUBJECT: ELA       GRADE: 3 

National Common Core Standard 

Code & Language

Standards Taught Daily, Throughout the Year

What this Standard means:

Examples of 

Formative 

Assessments

Vocabulary
Michigan Standard (GLCE) 

Code & Language                                                                                                                   

Students will . . . . 

W.3.1.D.  Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 

supporting a point of view with reasons.  Provide a 

concluding statement or section. 

W.3.3.A.D.  Write narratives to develop real or 

imagined experiences or events using effective 

technique, descriptive details, and clear event 

sequences. 

Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or 

characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds 

naturally.  Provide a sense of closure.

W.PR.03.03 draft focused ideas in written 

compositions using multiple sentences 

and paragraphs to slow down or speed 

up reading; including varying patterns 

and/or organizational text structures 

(e.g., compare/contrast, cause/effect, or 

problem/solution).

Create a draft with sentences of 

differing length and word choice.

Focus:

• Draft a piece with varied 

organizational text structures.

7 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation

W.PR.03.04 revise drafts based on constructive and 

specific oral and written responses to 

writing by identifying sections of the 

piece to improve sequence and flow of 

ideas 

(e.g., arranging paragraphs, connecting 

main and supporting ideas, transitions).

Re-write a draft based on 

specific audience feedback.

Focus:

•Revise a piece by examining 

transitions.

6 • Conferring 

records

• Teacher 

observation

• Revision 

checklist
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